
 # Go through file again and get hits within cutoff of top score
    tophits_sets = defaultdict(set) # Sets of all hits within cutofff
    tophits_sets.update({query: {hit} for query, hit in tophits.items()})
    with open(urbtab_file) as urbtab_file_fd:
        urbtab_reader = csv.DictReader(urbtab_file_fd, delimiter='\t', fieldnames=urbtab_fieldnames)
        for line in urbtab_reader:
            query = line["query"]
            tophit = tophits[query]
            uniref = line["uniref"].split("_")[1]
            linehit = Hit(
                uniref=uniref,
                evalue=float(line["evalue"]),
                bitscore=float(line["bitscore"]),
                header=line["sequence_header"])
            if (query in tophits) and (bitscore_cutoff * tophits[query].bitscore <= linehit.bitscore):
                tophits_sets[query].add(linehit)
                # Replace tophit because we have a better annotation score
                if score_dict[linehit.uniref] > score_dict[tophit.uniref]:
                    tophits[query] = linehit
                # Replace tophit because we have equal annotation scores but a better bitscore
                elif score_dict[linehit.uniref] == score_dict[tophit.uniref] and linehit.bitscore > tophit.bitscore:
                    tophits[query] = linehit
                # Replace tophit because we have equal annotation scores and bitscores but a better evalue
                elif score_dict[linehit.uniref] == score_dict[tophit.uniref] and linehit.bitscore == tophit.bitscore and linehit.evalue < tophit.evalue:
                    tophits[query] = linehit
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Biosecurity governance is going through a renaissance. This seminar brings 
together experts to discuss the current biosecurity landscape and what it 
means to think differently about how we understand when we need to be 
concerned about life science research, who has a responsibility for 
addressing those concerns, and what should actually be done.
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